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INC: ENHANCING SCANNING SENSITIVE DATA WORKFLOWS WITH DOCUMENT CLASSIF

Enhancing Scanning Sensitive Data Workflows with
Document Classification by means of Machine
Learning
In office environments, people are accustomed to use scanners. Depending on the sector of the company financial, for instance - people might use scanners on a daily basis and as part of their workflow. Many
times, people use those scanners to scan sensitive data such as Payment sheets, contracts, and several other
sensitive data. The user is presented with options of encryption regardless of the type of document he/she
scanned. This workflow can be vastly improved by automating the classification of scanned documents and
suggesting security settings based on the document classification

1 Introduction
Our method is a solution that strongly recommends PIN or password (and encryption, if possible) protection
for documents that have sensitive information. When the scanned document is classified as containing
sensitive information (e.g. payslips or contracts), specific flows within the application are dispatched. For
instance, if the user is scanning his payslip to send it via email, the “Email Application” will suggest the
user to PIN/Password protect it prior to sending to email (following the application flows).
Such a method can potentially be used to:


Avoid sensitive data to be unprotected on a printer.



Enhance the user experience of protecting files after scanning.



Enforce security for sensitive content.

2 Description
Our invention is comprised of the following components:






A software that runs on printers (or other devices that can scan or take pictures of documents),
hereafter called “Document Categorizer”;
A software that enables the user to receive action suggestions and/or to take actions, hereafter
called “Security Adviser”;
A software that will enable the user to execute a given action (manually or automatically),
hereafter called “Document Guardian”. Might be in the same solution with the Security Adviser.
 Examples of actions that the Document Guardian will execute: turn ON the PDF
Encryption option when it detects sensitive data; turn ON the PIN Protection option
when it detects sensitive data.
Any printer device (or device that can scan/take photo of documents) that will embed the
Document Categorizer and the Security Adviser solutions.

Overview
1. Document Categorizer
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The Document Categorizer is responsible for, based on an input image (from scan, for example), classifying
the given document into known categories. Such categories are based on a Large General‐Purpose
Documents database, such as the RVL‐CDIP dataset [1]. The main component of the Document
Categorizer is a state‐of‐the‐art Machine Learning model (such as Convolutional Neural Networks) trained
for document classification with such dataset. The process is depicted on Figure 1. After the document is
classified among known classes (e.g. form, article, handwritten, contract, invoice, etc), if the category is
considered to be sensitive, the user will be advised to secure the document.

Figure 1 Training of the Machine Learning model.

2.

Security Adviser

Security Adviser is a software that runs in the printer (although it can run in another device or in a cloud
service), which is responsible for advising the user to create a password/PIN to secure the document
and/or to encrypt it. It can be pictured as an UI with options for the user, where he can choose what is
suitable for him. The advised actions can be, for instance:




3.

Turn ON the PDF Encryption option when it detects sensitive data.
Turn ON the PIN Protection option when it detects sensitive data.
Turn ON the embedded encryption engine when it detects sensitive data.
Document Guardian

Component responsible for, based on a given selection made by the user (either manually or
automatically), protect the document. It is responsible for applying the password/PIN and to encrypt the
document.
Next, we present how the application screens could appear, using as example the HP Printer Future
Smart firmware.
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Scanning screen ‐ User selects a location to store the scanned file. In this example, we will select
scan to job storage (it will store the document in the printer).

Figure 2 Scan menu on a printer



Define a PIN ‐ When the user scans the document, if the sensitive data detection detects that
the scanned document contains sensitive data, it will by default require a pin.

Figure 3 Pin protection enabled after detecting a confidential document
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Select encryption ‐ It will also suggest the user to encrypt the file to increase security.

Figure 4 PDF Encryption being suggested for the user

3 Discussion and Conclusions
Our method aims to enhance the protection of sensitive data that is stored directly in the printer by
analyzing the scanned image with Machine Learning, classifying the document as containing sensitive
information or not, and when a sensitive information is detected on the scanned document this method
will guide the user by giving suggestions on the most secure configuration (Using PIN and Encryption) to
protect the document.
This method is an application of ENHANCING SCANNING WORKFLOWS WITH DOCUMENT
CLASSIFICATION BY MEANS OF MACHINE LEARNING, but it could also use other methods to detect if the
document contains sensitive information.

Disclosed by Thomas Paula, Carlos Leão, Wagston Staehler, João Carrion, and
Alexandre Santos, HP Inc.
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